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Still getting back into the
swing of things? Head to
thenews.org to see how stu·
dents say their classes are
going.

Students show commitment to I The Murray State women's basketball travels to
their 2009 New Year's resolutions Tennessee Tech to take on the Golden Eagles at
by doing things like hitting the
5 p.m. Saturday. ESPNU will feature the game
gym, 48.
live, 18.
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Fratentity, adviser Proposed t~ may
cleared of charges low~r ~ossible
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Ashley Edwards

Call of Fame
The driver on campus reported an
almost accident
with a pedestrian.

OPINION, SA

Should Israel allow
Palestinian state?
See what two readers think inside.

FEATURES, 58

Editor-in-Chief
Some members of Lambda <;;hi
Alpha Fraternity are breathing a
sigh of relief following their dismissal by a federal judge in a
wrongful death
suit stemming
from a 2005 fatal
accident.
Tuesday U.S.
District Judge
Thomas Russell ruled the
Yonts
national fraternity, the Murray State chapter
and its former alumni adviser Dan
Patterson cannot be held responsible for the behavior of former
Murray State student and frater·
nity member Harrison Yonts,
which led to the Nov. 10, 2005
death of graduate student Nadia
Shaheen.
Yonts, 23, was charged with
wanton murder and drunken driving among other charges in
2007. Shaheen's family sued the
fraternity, claiming its members
served alcohol to Yonts, who was

underage at the time, earlier in
the evening.
Patterson said the journey to
achieve justice was a long one. He
said he was initially disappointed
when several Kentucky lawmakers wrote letters supporting
Yonts, who is the son of state lawmaker Democratic Rep. Brent
Yonts, but he said he is happy to
see justice prevail in the end.
"This has brought undue,
unnecessary ridicule on a fraternity system of Lambda Chi
Alpha," Patterson said.
Patterson said he thinks money
was the motivating factor pushing
the lawsuit.
"This attempt, this lawsuit was
nothing more than ... trolling for
dollars by local attorneys," Patterson said.
Patterson said the fraternity has
worked hard to come back from
the effects of the charges.
"I'm grateful for everybody's
patience and understanding and
their willingness not to judge the
chapter on this one event," he
said. "That time and the courts
have proven that there was no
countability there. '" My sympathy still remains with the Shaheen

family at this time but blame
needed to be placed where it
belonged, not where it didn't
belong."
Current alumni adviser Jeremy
Boyd said he was also pleased
with the outcome.
"We've maintained full confidence in the justice system
throughout and agree with its
decision ...," Boyd said. ''Our
deepest sympathies go to the Shaheen family."
Richard Walter, attorney for
Patterson and the fraternity, said
he was pleased his clients were
dismissed from the charges.
"It effectively eliminates our
participation further in the litigation leaving the litigation to just a
couple of defendants," Walter
said.
The Shaheen family also sued
Nicks Family Sport Pub.
Yonts is serving a commuted
sentence of eight years. His original sentence was 17 years.
Jonatban Freed. the attorney
for Shaheen's family, was not
avaliable for comment.
Ashley Edwards can be reached
at ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.
edu.
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Student
travels to
Washington,
D.C. for
inauguration

Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
Kentucky universities are still waiting to see the latest effects
of the economic downfall as state lawmakers consider Gov.
Steve Beshear's proposed tobacco tax increase, which will determine the amount for a mid-year rescission for public universities
and state funding for the 2009-2010 fiscal year.
If passed cigarette taxes will increase by 70 cents a pack, cutting the rescission cost in half from the previously discussed 4
percent'rate.
"We have plans in place that if we have to pull the trigger on
4 percent, we'll be ready to do that when the time comes," Dunn
said.
Dunn said he is supportive of the increased tobacco tax, which
will not be decided until mid-March.
" ... As a University president, I think it's a legitimate and rational way to increase revenue to the state that's desperately needed right now." Dunn said. "If you look at where we sit in comparison to surrounding states, we're very low on the tobacco tax
so I think we can afford to increase it, and there's obviously a
beneficial health that comes wben you increase the tax ... ".
With a 2 percent rescission the University will have to pay $1
million back to the state, but Dunn said that would not compile
the entire cost for Murray State. The University will also see
about a $1 million increase in flXed rates, and he said he does not
want to postpone salary increases for faculty for a second year.
"We're going to have to make some cuts next year no matter
what," Dunn said.
Funding for the rescission will come from carry-forward
accounts and reserve funds. Dunn said next year's budget would
force the University to look at more cuts and offs~tting revenue,
which may mean another tuition increase.
Dunn said he hopes higher enrollments numbers and a reasonable tuition increase will help offset costs. He said he doesn't
know how much tuition might increase because a freeze and a
cap on tuition were proposed to legislature. The University's
tuition task force will also discuss the possible tuition increase.
at
Ashley
Edwards
can
be
reached
ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.

Southern Indiana names
business dean as finalist
Megan Locke
Staff writer

Whitney Harrod
Features Editor
Katie DeCillo, sophomore from Murray, and
Shasta O'Neal, Murray
State employee, travel
to Washington, D.C.
today to cover the
events leading up to the
44th presidential inauguration.
"I'm looking forward
to being part of such a
historic event," DeCillo
said. "It's such a huge
event and I can't wait to
the
experience
process."
Students and faculty
can follow the pair's
experience via a link on
the Murray State homepage.
DeCillo, an electronic
media
major,
and
O'Neal, administrative
secretary for Media Services, will create and
upload video packages
and sound bites to air
on Roundabout U,
KFDS 12 and WPSD
Channel6.
The week-long cover~
age will highlight activities documented from
the "Kentucky on the
Potomac"
reception,
presented by the Kentucky Democratic Party,
on Sunday and the Kentucky Bluegrass Ball,
presented by the Ken·
tucky Society of Washington, on Monday.
According to kentuckysociety.org, the
Kentucky Bluegrass Ball

rescission rate

Photo courtesy of upload.wikimedia.org

President-elect Barack Obama swears Into office Tuesday.
is the first of the quadrennial black-tie festivities. About 1.400
people are expected to
attend.
Though DeCillo and
O'Neal will not attend
the actual presidential
inauguration, they will
create video packages
highlighting the Lincoln
Bicentennial a nd the
Lincoln
Memorial.
DeCillo and O'Neal also
plan to interview Murray State alumni living
in the area.
O'Neal said University
Communications
contacted state representatives Bob Jackson
and Brandon Kirkham
to receive media access.
and are funding travel
expenses.
"Our main goal is to
supply news orients
with information from
the Kentucky political
scene," O'Neal said.
"Right now I'm looking
for a ball gown to wear."
O'Neal said campus
officials welcome the
idea of students producing on-air talent. Along
with Jim Carter, vice
president of alumni
affairs, DeCillo is the
host of Roundabout U,
airing on KET3.
Whitney Harrod can
be reached at whitney.
harrod@murraystate.
edu.

Alumnus plans inaugural
Bluegrass Ball at capitol
Mia Walters
News Editor
Murray State alumnus
Brandon Kirkham jokes
that it is really nice of
President-elect Barack
Obama to have a parade
for his birthday.
Kirkham, 30, whose
birthday falls on Inauguration Day, is the president of the Kentucky
Society ofWashington in
Washington D.C., and
said he is planning one of
the largest inaugural
balls of the evening.
"Really, the ultimate
success of the ball is my
job," he said.
The Bluegrass BaU is
held every four years
since 1949, and will take
place Monday at the
Marriott W ardman Park
Hotel in Washington.
This year Muhammad
Ali is attending, along
with Gov. Steve Beshear,
Sen. Mitch McConnell,
Sen. Jim Bunning and
Rep. John Yarmuth. It is
a black tie event, and
tickets are $353.50.
"There are tons of
inaugural balls that
night, but the Bluegrass
, Ball will have the largest
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sit-down dinner," he
said. "It is really a
tremendous menu."
The dinner will be prepared for more than
1,400 guests by chef
Michael Paley from
Proof on Main restaurant
in
Louisville,
Ky.,
Kirkham said, and much
of the meal is shipped
from Kentucky. The
reception will include
many distilleries." W e
want to make people feel
like they spent the
evening at home," he
said. 'We also want to
honor the inauguration,
the Commonwealth and
Muhammad Ali."
Ali will turn 67 on Saturday, so a private reception will precede the ball.
The Washington Post
named the Bluegrass Ball
as an "Editor's Pick" of
the 2009 inaugural balls.
Kirkham, who graduated in 2000 with a bachelor's degree in political
works
at
science,
Marathon Oil Corporation as the manager of
Federal
Government
Affairs.
·
Mia Walters can be
reached at mia. walters@
murraystate.edu.
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Tim Todd, dean of the College of Business and Public
Affairs, is one of the finalists
in the University of
Southern
Indiana's
presidential
search.
The other
candidates
are
USI
officials:
Tim Todd Linda L.M.
Dean of the Col- 8 en n e t t'
lege of Business provost and
vice prcsiand Public
dent
for
Affairs
Academic
Affairs, and Robert W. Parrent, vice president for Student Affairs.
Since joining Murray State
in 1995, Todd served as associate provost and assistant
provost as well as professor in
the organizational communication department. The USI
presidential search is not the
fttst presidential opportunity
for Todd. In Murray State's
presidential search, officials
interviewed Todd as a finalist
before hiring Randy Dunn.
Todd said he notices few
differences in this search
process.
"The process here placed
me in the internal pot," he
said. "This process (at USI)
placed me as an external (candidate). I try to be a sponge to
soak up all the learning I can. I
look at is as a wonderful learning experience."
Todd said he meets with the
USI community for a final
interview Jan. 26 and 27. The
final
interview
session
includes a presentation and
question-and-answer session

open to the public.
In a press release, search :
coordinator Sherrianne Standley said people may watch the
candidate interviews via
streaming video on the USI
Web site.
"I'm studying up on the
University itself and Indiana
higher education;• he said. "I
want to present who I am as
an individual. My wife and I
are going to be interviewing
them as well as them interviewing me."
The candidate selected for •
the position will start July 1, :
and officials expect to make ·
the fmal decision no later than
March 1.
The University has had two
presidents since its establishment in 1965. The current
president, H. Ray Hoops,
served since 1994.
The University of Southern
Indiana is located in Evansville, Ind., and it has an enrollment of more than 10,000. The
presidential position attracted
Todd for several reasons.
"It's a very similar institution to Murray State," he said.
"It's got a similar budget and
student faculty ratios. It drew
both my interest and my
wife's interest."
Todd said he is excited
about the possibility of leading an institution of higher
learning, though he said it
does not lessen his feelings
about Murray State.
"I will be sad (if I leave
Murray State)," be said. "I
love Murray State; half my
career has been here. Murray
State has been absolutely outstanding to be me and my wife
Shelley. I come to work every
day, and I love it,"
Megan Locke can be reached
at megan.locke@murraystate.
~du.

News Editor: Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468
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This week- - - - - - - - - - - Today

Saturday

•7:30 p.m. Cinema Intematiomt.l

•6 p.m. Music from the Front
Porch Silent Auction featuring
bluegrass band Blue Highway;
Lovett Auditorium
•7 p.m. Music. from the Front
Porch Concert; Lovett Auditorium, free and open to the public
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
"Mongol;" Curtis Center Theater;
free and open the public

"Mongol;" Curris Center Theater;
free and open the public

Sunday

Monday
•No

Thursday
·5:15 p.m. Worn·
en·s Basketball
vs. Eastern Illinois; RSEC, free

a... lor Martia Luther

Dtt. Jr.O.,
•I a.m. Martin

Luther King Jr.
Community breakfast; Woodn:ian

of the World. $3 with ~ercard
• 8 p.m. Mitdil Luther King Jr.
D.ay Celebntion and March; Curds Center•~ Ballroom
-6 p.m. Dinnet at the Wesley
FOUDdatiou. $1
•1SO p.aL .Minism' Open To .AJl
Bible Study; l6o6 Poplar St.: open

to ,..hlic:
El~me

Tuesday

Wednesday

•10:45 a.m. Meet the candidates for the
new student life director; Curris Cen·
ter Barkley 'Room; open to faculty and

staff
•ll a.m. Presidential Inauguration;
Curris Center Theater: ends at 1 p.m.
•4 p.m. Meet the candidates for the
new student life director; Curtis Cen·
ter Stables; open to students
•S p.m. CAB meeting; Curtis Center
Tennessee Room: open to public

Police Beat
Jan. 8
9:17 a.m. A caller at Public
Safety requested a Murray
State police officer take a
report. Officers were notified.
but no crime occurred. A
report not taken.
1L-o7 a.m. A caller east of Hart
College reported a light pole
was down. Facilities Manage·
ment knew about the pole, but
were waiting on parts to fix it.
2:53 p.m. An emergency call
box at New Clark College was
accidentally activated at the
front desk.

Jan. 9
2:30 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported water dripping from the ceiling. Central
Plant was notified.
8:27 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported an elevator
was not world,ng. Facilities
Management was notified.
ll:20 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer at the Child Development

...

Thursday

Now Playing

•12:20 p.m. Homemade Luncheon; -s:ISp.m.WOIDell't Basketball w. BastSCM, $1
em 11UJu»s UIJivwaitf! llS~ free
•5 p.m. SGA meeting: Curds center ddO p.m. MISS ~~Health
Barkley Room; open to pUblic
I •room l03; 0$1ft to: pub1k
•8 p.m. Ministry Open To All Pellow- •7:d/ p.m. Weft1y Word Wors~;
ship; 1606 Poplar St.; open to public
BCW. tree
•1:30 ,..._ Men's ~billvs. Eastern

Center found an unsecured
door. A Murra}' State police
officer checked the building
and the door.

Jan.IO
12:01 a.m. Murray State Police
at Speedway issued a written
warning to a driver for an
improper lane change and driving without a license.
1:02 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a leak in the
first-floor bathroom. Central
Plant was notified.
4:55 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported no hot water
in a room on the fourth floor.
Central Plant was notified.

Jan.ll . _
3:26 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a vehicle
parked in the residence director·s parKing spot. A Murray
State parking citation was
issued.
8:31p.m. Murray State Police at
Coldwater Road issued a cita-

IlliDoil Univerlitr. .RSJC, free

Cinema International
~

It on Pidef" (France):
Thursday- Jan. 24

"'Tbe DlviDR Bell aDd tbe ButtedlY'
(France):
Jan. 29-31
"'Penepolla• (France):
Feb. 5-7
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

tion to Matthew W. Angel,
junior from Murray, for speeding.

Jan.l2
12:01 a.m. Kentucky State
Police requested Murray State
Police assistance for traffic
control at 12th and Poplar
streets.
10:25 a.m. A caller ncar the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
and Waterfield Library reported a trash can was on fire. Murray Fire Department was notified. A Murray State employee
put the fire out before the fire
department arrived. Facilities
Management, the state fire
marshal and the Office of Environmental Safety and Health
were notified. An officer took a
report.
6:0S p.m. A Murray State parent from St. Louis called and
wanted to know about the University's weapons policy on
campus. An officer spoke with
the parent.
9-.25 p.m. A caller from Regents

College reported plumbing
problems in a ninth-floor
room. Central Plant was notified.

Comi~

•Feb. 2:
Ledlle Series Richard
Norton smtb; 7p.m; Lovett Audltorkln. free
If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a fonn in the Murray State
News office at Ill Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
tbenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednes·
days at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received wiU be pubLished.

Jan.ll

L-oB a.m. A caller from Main Street
reported he or she nearly bit a pe4esttian crossing the street. Murray
Police Department was notified.

Jan.13
2:11 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported water leaking
from the ceiling. Central Plant
was notified.
4:14a.m. A Murray State police
officer at Winslow Dining Hall
parking lot issued five Murray
State parking citations.
9:44 a.m. A Murray State police
officer at the intramural tennis
courts parking lot located a
vehicle with its trunk open.
The officer contacted the
owner of the vehicle, who
would notify the officer if any·
thing was missing.
3:42 p.m. A caller from the
RSEC reported a strong elcc·
tric scent near room 109A. The
Murray Fire Department, the
Office of Environmental Safety
and Health, the state tire marshal and Facilities Management were notified. The smell

Kight!The News

was caused by a malfunctioning vending machine. An officer took a report.
3:47 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Cynthia E.
Cedillo, nonstudent from Mayfield, Ky., for passing a stopped
school bus.

Jan.l4
S:35 p.m. Murray State Police
from Chestnut Street near the
Curris Center issued a citation
to Anthony M. Mohr, sophomore from Brighton, Ill., for
not having the vehicle's lights
on, driving with a revoked or
suspended license, having
expired registration and for
failure to maintain insurance
in he second degree.
7:20 p.m. A caller from the

Industry and Technology
building loading dock reported
three people trick riding on
bicycles. The people were
gone on officer's arrival.
8:46p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
from the Crisp Soccer Com·
plex located an unsecured
door in he men's tennis locker
room. The building coordina·
tor was notified. An officer
checked the area and secured
the door.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 0
Assistant News Editor 'Robin
/)helps compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by Pub-

lic Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

• New sewing dept. All sew-ons
guaranteed within 7-10 working days.
•Visit the newly redecorated and
updated retail section and receive a
10 percent discount through
Jan. 23 on all retail items.

6 p.m. Check-in
Jan.28
Murray Banquet Center,
Bel-Air Center next to Fred's
$30 fee per team with 100 percent pay out

•Zax is your source for custom and
standard cornhole boards and bags.

Snacks and Beverages Available
Sign up at Zax Imprinted Sportswear,
or day of the tournament

*Will meet or beat all Internet pricing
for custom screen print orders.

1409 Main St.
Next to Matt B's

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SCREEN PRINTER
WE SUPPORT YOU!
'

..
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Power Down

Murray State unplugs, conserves
A.shlee Cobb
Staff writer
To reduce the amount of
energy wasted during winter
break, Murray State powered
down during an extended closure of the University.
Murray State shut off power
during winter break, under the
recommendation of University
President Randy Dunn.
"Powering down was Dr.
Dunn's idea," Catherine Sivills,
assistant vice president of University Communications. said.
"He thought we could help
reduce our carbon footprint by
shutting off the power for the
extended break and by asking
students and faculty to unplug
all appliances. He asked a
group to research the feasibility of the powering down and
the estimated savings of
accomplishing it.
"Tom Denton, vice president
Financial and Administrative
Services did most of the
research and compiling. People
were excited about it and made

it work. The Board of Regents
were also very supportiw of
the idea."
Closing a large part of the
University included a large
portion of cooperation frum
the faculty and staff involved
undertaking this Large project.
''There were a number of
communications with employees, the public and within man·
agement to make this happen,"
Denton said. "Event locations
had to be reviewed to determine if they could be done at
other locations in the interest
of energy savings, payroll had
to be distributed, and management had to determine and
provide notification of who
would b~ in what buildings and
at what time. Some staff members, such as Public Safety,
worked 24/7 on this."
The extended break was initially three extra days the campus was closed but including
the weekends the extension
totaled six days.
"In addition to powering
down. we also extended the

1

Photo

holiday break for faculty and
staff so we could close down
the facility for a longer period
of time," Sivills said. "Facilities
Management got the chance to
totally shut down some buildings to comparatively reduce
the amount of energy being
uscd. Including the weekends,
the extended break actually
lasted around six days for pow-

lllu~tration

by Kri~ten MiiiN/TIIe NPws

l:'ring down and lowering energy use. Everyono was asked to
unplug everything as the stu·
dcms were asked to."
In an e-mail sent to students
before break, Dunn asked
everyone to unplug all devices
including computers, refrigerators and microwaves.
"Unplug all TVs. DVD playcrs and computers because

even though they are off they
still use energy," Dunn said in
the e-mail. "With your help we
will be able to reduce the
amount of energy the university consumes while saving our
natural resources."
Not only did Dunn recruit
students into Murray's green
effort, but he also included faculty and staff.
"Dunn also wanted the faculty and staff to get involved as
well," Sivills said. "We sent out
tlyers to motivate the faculty to
unplug their office appliances
and by asking them what they
would do for three extra days,
because it does give our hardworking staff a longer break,
which is a promotion for them.
especially with faculty not
receiving a raise this year due
to budget restraints."
Erin Jackel, freshman from
Louisville, Ky., said she
unplugged her devices over
winter break to help in the
green effort.
"I am proud that Murray is
doing something to help the

environment," Jackel said:
"With all of the recycling bins
around campus. Murray is def·
initely helping the environ~
ment, and the powering down
just goes a step further."
Estimated savings arc close
to $4,000 a day, totaling
$20,000 over the extended
campus closure. Savings arc
less than expected due to a few
unexpected incidents. Dunn
said at the beginning of break,
cold weather caused more
usage than the University
intended.
He said there was also a pipe
break in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center causing some
major danger.
A leak at the Hopkinsville
extended campus, also deduct~
ed from savings for repairs.
Significant savings are still
expected. Murray State officials will announce final
totaled savings at the Feb. 6
Board of Regents meeting.
Ashlee Cobb can be reached
at ashlee.cobb@murraystate.
edu.

University honors King, celebrates inauguratiol)
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor

With Martin Luther King Jr.
Day just around the corner and
so close to the inauguration of
President-elect Barack Obama,
the University planned several
events for students to witness
history old and new.
In 1963 King spoke the words
"I have a Dream" in front of a
quarter of a million supporters
and charged Americans with
the task of seeing past stereotypes and appearances. Fortysix years later, Murray State
will not only honor the
achievements made by King,
but ~llso recognize the results
of those same efforts.
With a breakfast_. speech and
march planned for Monday

students may attend several
events honoring King's legacy.
S.G. Carthell. director of
African American Student Ser·
vices and Ethnic Programs.
said the proximity of King's
holiday to the presidential
inauguration is one of great
significance.
"We've talked about his
dreams for years and years and
we've seen that begin to manifest over time, but (the presi·
dential inauguration) would be
the ultimate manifestation of
Dr. King's dream," Carthell
said. "I believe tha't -Barack
Obama truly was elected on
the content of his character.
"When 1 look at his constituency and how he was
elected, not because the color
of his skin, he would be elected

"We've talked about his dreams for years and years and
we've seen that begin to manifest over time. but (the
presidential inauguration) would be the ultimate manifestation of Dr. King's dream."

-S.G. Carthell
Director of African American Student Services
and Ethnic Programs
no matter what his race."
Carthell said he believes if a
man of the same character ran
for presidcncr as Obama did,
he would have won the election as well.
"This election showed that
this country: has the capability
to see past prejudices and

stereotypes," he said.
Carthell said King's dream
closely parallel!'i and relates to
the presidential inauguration.
"One is a dream and one is
an extreme manifestation of
it,'' Carthcll said. "We :;till have
iSt;Ul's.of there.''
Carthcll said while the inau-

guration is a step toward the
end of prejudice, the country
still has work to do in completely fulfilling King's dream.
"We still have to reiterate
and continue to reinforce that
dream," Cart hell said.
One way University organizations have tried to reinforce
and continue with King's
dreams is through the annual
Martin Luther King Jr. breakfast at 8 a.m. Monday at Woodman of the World.
Hosted by Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Jesse Adams, President of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., and sophomore from
Louisville. Ky., said the signifi·
cancc of King's accomplishments hits close home.
"It's one thing to recognize
him as a person, but it's even

more of an honor to say that he
belongs to the same organization as (Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.)," Adams said.
In addition to the breakfast,
the fraternity will replace and
rededicate a monument honoring King that once existed ncar
Elizabeth College. Adams said
the new monument would
stand near Ordway Hall.
Whether studtmts are more
excited about King's achievements, Obama's achievements,
the presidential inauguration
in general or aU of the above,
Carthell and Adams said students have the opportunity to
be a part of several historical
events Monday and Tuesday.
Robin Phelps can be reached
at robinj.phelps@murraystate.
edu.

Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!

University Book and Bean

$150 Value

(No Obligation - Nothing to Pay)

-----------

$ 150 Value

-----------

This entire examination Is free. Ifyou want more care and treatment, we do all the paperwotk.

You may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!

Your Neighborhood Bookstore!

•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Heck Pain
•lndloestlon

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Lec)s
•Muscle Spasms

•Numb Rnoers
•HfpPaln
•Tioht Musctes
•AchinQ Feet

FIND OUT HOW whether careful, professional chlropradlc
care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination
normally cost $1 50.00 or more. It will Include a chiropractic l'lltilm!'ltMilllf'
orthopedic test, o chiropractic neurolOQical test, a spinal
allonment check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Any person responsible for payment has o rl9ht to refuse

to pay within 72 hours of respondln«J to this advertisement.

VISIT heskettchiro.net

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703 HWY. 121 North Bypass. Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1117
It's not about your back, It's about your health.

Located in University Plaza
Near The Butcher Block
1203 Chestnut Street, Suite A
761-BOOK
universitybookandbean.com
Store Hours
Monday-Thursday 6 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday-Saturday 6 a.m.-1 0 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-8_p.m. ~--~~

life Is full of risks. And the time to
think about a health plan is before
you need it. Because at your age.
individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So, don't waitl Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!

Life has its risks.
Anthem has a plan.
Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
27G-753-4199 local, or
Toll-Free 1-80()..455-4199
Fax: 27Q.753-00TO steve@ mttomellinsuranca.net
905 sycanwre Slreot MlllTliY. KY 42D71
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Our view

myGate strides toward future
New online sYstem signals change in way Murray State does business
'fhe staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Judging by myGate's recent debut on the
Murray State mainframe. the new system has
the chops for student popularity.
In the case of myGate, the system's promise
will come in handy as it proves itself to the
campus.
The myGatc system will need to give solid
reasons for students to make it a part of their
daily lives. The new .system needs to showcase the level of substance which take many
Internet services from mere suggestions to a
,
daily necessity of communication.
Basically. myGate needs to succeed in the
areas where webmail failed. If students
become comfortable with actually checking

nns

their myGate accounts. the communication
system will have achieved a clear victory.
At the expense of having to adopt a new
usemame or take responsibility for yet another account password, the University's new
myGate system marks one step closer to the
dream of the smoothly functioning campus of
the future.
While a convenience like myGate could
have come much earlier, the program also
could not have arrived at a better time than
today. What does 2009 have that other years
did not have?
Today. we have a clearer understanding of
what Facebook means.
Coming into 2009, Murray State boasts a
trembling awe of Facebook's impact on the

future of life online.
Since people began relying on the Internet
for more and more of their everyday activities, common questions have been "Where is
this interest in the Internet going?" "Where
will it stop?" and "What does it mean for the
life of the ordinary citizen?"
As technology advances, Murray State has
continued to move further away from a campus reliant on paper for its operation. ·
Now, students can look toward scheduling
only in the upcoming semesters.
Instead of keeping track of timecards for
each individual employee in a University
office, staff can log onto their myGate
accounts and Jog in hours worked while
checking the day's headlines.

Consider where Murray State has been
since the '90s. At a time when some of Murray State's faculty and staff were students, the
University functioned in a way that could be
considered almost prehistoric.
Imagine all students reporting to the Curris
Center to schedule for courses for the upcoming semester.
These Jurassic lines eventually evolved into
the domestic, 30- or 45-minute wait on Racer
Touch we know today.
With the knowledge of what people are able
to do with the internet, Murray State finally
made an informed decision on how to use the
internet in an efficient way students are willing to use.
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"I shoved 12 cookies into the VCR."
Kristin Reffett • Evansville, Ky.
junior
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' I got stuck in Murray for three days
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Cassie Ballard • Owensboro, Ky
freshman
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"Confused powdered sugar with flour and
made pizza with it."
Brittany Phelps • Owensboro. Ky.
freshman
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Letters

Your voice

Never give up on the future of Murray business

Robin Phelps
Phelps is Assistant
News Editor for The
Murray State News

Imagine with me, just for a
second and clear your head of all
of the financial turmoil our
counlry is in. Forget that our
country is in deficits past its eyeballs and pretend we are not in
one of the worst economic positions we've found ourselves in
for years. Walk with me as I
describe, what I believe the ideal
college town or city should be
like as far as available businesses
go.
In order to create an atmosphere where college students
can live enjoyably, there must be
a groundwork set, one that satisfies the needs of college students
beyond academia. Again, I'm
going to ask you to use your
imagination and for a second
succumb to the idea that if the
Murray community did allow
such businesses as I will soon
propose, that students would not
be distracted from their studies
or tempted to forgo classes.
While I like Wal-Mart and
Rue 21 just as much as the next
girl, Murray is currently lacking
in the stores and businesses
appealing to students. Students
have shopping, entertainment
and recreational needs that
aren't met, but that is by no
means the fault of this community.
But here again, if small businesses and big businesses could
coexist and keep afloat, then l
would suggest a plethora of
stores particularly catered to
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college students. While I understand the tastes of college students differ vastly, I will attempt
naming businesses the majority
of students would like to sec in
Murray.
Beginning with one of my
newfound hobbies, Murray
needs some sort of mall. It
wouldn't have to compare with
the Mall of America; it could be
something as simple as a strip
mall or an outlet mall where students can enjoy a fun day of
shopping (or window-shopping,
which I oftentimes engage in).
These stores wouldn't aU need
to be clothing stores, either.
Music, gaming or international
and health food stores could be
added to the mall.
One busine$s or store I would
frequent if it existed in Murray
is some sort of multimedia store
like a Barnes & Noble or Borders. These stores allow shoppers to browse through books of
all kinds, magazines of almost
trade and interest and CD's you
would otherwise have to buy
online. T his type of store without the hectic and usually
annoying nature of stores like
Wal-Mart would be an asset to
Murray.
In addition to places to shop
and browse, I feel a chain restaurant other than Applebee's is
necessary. While some restaurants do offer some ethnic dishes outside of Chinese and Mexican, Murray could go a step fur-
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News Editor • 809-4468
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Features Editor • 809-5871
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor • 809-4481

ther and offer Indian, Greek and
Ethiopian cuisines. Now I know
this is an exaggeration and if students wanted to they could drive
to Paducah for a broader selection. but the point of going to
college is living there.
Constantly coined a "suitcase
college," Murray State has the
reputation that students don't
want to stay because there's
nothing to do. But with my
hypothetical, pretend, imagined
solution, Murray State could be
on track to creating an environment students will appreciate.
Again, this is purely hypothetical and the status quo is sufficient, but - there's always a
"but" - our situation could be
better. Students do have places
to go - I've had my weekend rendezvous at Wal-Mart where I've
admittedly stayed for hours but if Murray had the capabilities to offer more, it would
attract more students.
I would also like to take this
time to acknowledge past and
current efforts of the University
and the community in bringing
in new business. With a Book
and Bean, Culver's, Virtual
Arcade, Tumbleweed, Hampton
hotel and several others, the city
has taken great strides in order
to make students feel comfortable and accommodated. That
said, I'm sure students will agree
when I say that these efforts are
appreciated and greatly encouraged.
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Teacher encourages others through book
Dear Editor,
I am a teacher at Bryan Station High School in Lexington.
Ky. It is a very demanding job these days, but one I, and most
other teachers, absolutely love.
The problem we are having in the public school systems
now is the retention of new teachers. They are overwhelmed
and under-prepared to step into the classroom. While Murray
State and the University of Kentucky have excellent education
programs, there is no amount of college education that could
prepare a new teacher, in practical terms, for the classroom of
today!
With this understanding, I wrote a handbook, "A Lesson
Plan for Teachers, New and Old," for my student teacher last
year since I knew she would go off on her own, but would still
have questions and concerns each day of her new career.
I wrote it, never thinking it as a product, just as a nice gift to
give her confidence for her first year. Since giving her, and a
few fellow teachers, digital copies a year ago, I have since had
it published. and it is now available on Amazon.com for all
new teachers to accc.<>s.
While I don't consider myself the best or greatest teacher, I
am a confident teacher. More importantly, I love teaching and
want to do this for the rest of my life, despite the challenges
that are faced by teachers every day in their classrooms from
the state mandated paperwork and testing to the lack of motivation and focus of today's youth.
I just go about teaching with a more practical attitude. which
is what this gujdebook outlines. 1 would love for you to
address new teachers' issues in your paper.
While student teachers write many lesson plans, develop
classroom management outlines and work in real classrooms
under experienced teachers, they are still in need of practical
advice before they begin their teaching careers.
While I understand your paper is not about self-promotion.
I feel this would be a relevant story for your readers considering the upcoming changes in education, and on a personal
note, I am just very excited about this new direction in my successful teaching career!

-Michele Luck, social studies teacher from I.exington, Ky.
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Face Off

Should Israel allow aPalestinian state?
NO
YES
Palestinians still
lack astable,
central voice
The question of whether there is
a two-state solution to the Israeli·
Palestinian dispute may no longer
be relevant. The current situation
presents us not with two potential
states - one Israeli. the other Palestinian - but rather three separate
entities. With Palestinian administration split between Fatah, governing the West Bank, and Hamas, governing the Gaza Strip, there is, in
fact, no Palestinian partner with
which Isracl could negotiate a longterm settlement
Furthermore. this division docs
not appear to be short-lived. The
events of the last three years have
demonstrated that there is an irrevocable and deepening divide within
the Palestinian national movement.
After Hamas won a surprise victory
over Fatah in the 2006 Palestinian
parliamentary elections tensions
increased, leading to gun battles
between militias controlled by the
two groups. By the summer of 2007
this contlict bad escalated into full·
blown civil war resulting in the
expulsion of Fatah from Gaza.
The establishment of a Palestinian state seems unachievable when
it is no longer clear what it even
means to be Palestinian. For the fll'st
half century of its development,
Palestinian nationalism remained
explicitly secular. But in the 1970s
and 80s, as the nationalist movement pt!rsonUied by Fatah suffered
repeated setbacks and seemed
increasingly inept and corrupt,
political Islam offered an attractive
alternative. Although lslamist
groups like Hamas have proclaimed
a pluralist vision of sovereign Pales·
tine, it seems increasingly apparent
that for them being Palestinian
means being Muslim. What this
· bodes for the nation's future
remains unclear, but unless Fatah
and Hamas can reach some kind of
accommodation, it seems likely that
national identity will remain in di
put e.
Such accommodations, however,
will prove elusive with secular and
Islamist interests focusing on differ·
ing approaches to mobilize support.
Secularist groups such as Fatah
have sought ways to mitigate Israeli
control over Palestinian populations, thus achieving some sense of
relief from oppression. while main·
taining a measured level of pressure
on the Israelis in an attempt to
retain credibility among the general
population. Islamist groups such as
Hamas, though, have rejected these
incremental strategies and limited
goals. Instead they promise nothing
short of the emancipation of all

Chris ·Bierwierth
is aprofessor
in Murray State's history
department.

APalestinian
state would
legitimize cause

GAZ
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Palestine,
tuting the "Zionist entity," i ..e.,
Israel. While reverses of the last six
decades forced secularists like
Fatah to retreat from a winner-takeall position and agree to accept a
smaller share of the land in return
for independence. lslamists are
dearly less willing to accept compromise on this issue.
Given the violent split that has
occurred between the two groups and their disparate visions of Palestinian identity,and nationalist objec·
tives - it seems increasingly unlike·
ly that we will sec reconciliation
within the Palestinian national
movement, let alone a solution to
the dispute with Israel
Of course. the Palestinians do not
bear sole responsibility for the failure to achieve peace. The current
Israeli administration - the lamest
of lame ducks given Ehud Olmcrt's
legal and political difficulties - has
behaved in an incredibly inept and
irresponsible fashitln, and now
leaves a real mess for whichever
party wins Israel's elections next
month.
Nonetheless, even if a stable governing coolition dedicated to
achieving peace were to emerge in
Israel the question would remain: .
With whom coukl they negotiate a
lasting peace?
At the present moment. neither
Fatah nor Hamas has the authority
to represent the interests of the
whole Palestinian nation.
Under these circumstances it
seems likely that the t•stablishment
of a Palestinian ~;tate wiU remain
unattainable for the foreseeable
future.

When ' Is
Premier Arial
Sharon slipped into a coma in earley 2006, Israel, then perhaps
unforeseen. set off on a far more
conservative effort to maintain and
promote its one-state ambition.
Hawkish though Sharon was, he
managed to preside over the semblance of stability between Lhe ever
present forces of the Palestinians
and the hard-line Israeli factions an admirably moderate position to
have taken in hindsight Since his
successor Ehud Olmcrt took office,
though. Israel has moved to the
right substantially taking a decidedly indignant stance with its neighbors. ignoring its ceascflre agreements, and making 1he recent
Russo-Georgian conflict seem tame.
But at the heart of it all is the same
two-state conflict that has marred
the tiny nation for decades.
Ever since the Zionist movement
reached crescendo in the formation
of the Jewish state in the late 1940's,
the problem of a Palestinian homeland has been at the forefront of
Israeli politics. The issue bas so
persisted that now the general consensus of world opinion is that a
two state solution is the ~mly cure
to the ever increasing problem of
violence in the region.
Both groups, however, have historical-political claims to the lands
involved that go back centuries. To
lose land in this grandiose turf war
is to undermine one side's credibility or "divine right" as we would call
it in the States.
If we can remove ourselves from
the emotional consequences of our
own expansion west and i::he subsequent annihilation of the Native

Aaron Butler
is a senior
from Owensboro, Ky.

American populations that came
with it, we can better understand
the most intimate problems that
come with the expansion of the
Israelis and Palestinians. But, of
course. the Native Americans didn't
have rocket launchers.
Undermining any two-state solution. the Israeli government for
years has settled numerous Jewish
immigrants into the traditional
Palestinian territories in the West
Bank. This encroachment is usually
accompanied by extensions of
Israel's West Bank Barrier. which
theoretically is to protect the set·
tiers from attack but more and more
is used as a means of extending the
scope of Israeli control.
Rational people agree settlement
alone does not justify a legitimate
claim to the land, but it stands as an
example to the lengths the Israeli
government will go to justify its
one-state ideology.
It is a subtle yet enduring tactic
that keeps Israeli claims to sovereignty just ahead of the less organized Palestinians who can do little
to stop the encroachment. Ultimately though, there is a limit how
far Palestinians can be pushed.
l.egitimate concerns for a peaceful
organized resolution exist on both
sides - the form of which is still
n~bulous in design.
For any lasting peace to work
however. there must inevitably be a
concession of legitimate sovereign·
ty regarding the Palestinians. This
would most likely take the form of
an extension of Gaza; widening its
borders from the Erez corridor
down through Nahal Oz and a gen·
cral expansion of territory east.
likewise. the West Bank Palestinians would need to abandon their
northern aspirations and concentrate on the land east and south of
Jerusalem. The impetus wuuld then
Jay with Israel to authorize a corridor of movement between these
two islands of territory that would
be reasonable for the life of both
nations. Utilities and services
should then be organized based on
secular cooperation when possible.
Both nations would need to be
accountable to each other and the
world authorities for compliance
with any treaty. No longer would
justification be valid through the
usc of force or dogmatic clinging to
the pa.t;t.
A firm international commitment
to sec the success of which could. in
hope, bring about lasting peace.
Should Sharon awaken during
which. he'd see his nation's great
national trouble at an end.

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
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would you

Sports Editor

to speak at the Presidential inauguration?

"I would ask Condoleezza Rice
speak because it would just be
awkward."

"I think Rob Pattinson would be
a great choice, because I love listening to his voice."

"Beyonce could perform and
liven up the mood a little. I
would go with her."

l

Simply
Put
' Considerations that shape
acolumn's title, content
Allow me to begin
by justifying the title
of this column.
Before considering
names for a weekly
column, I decided to
reflect on the delicate
interaction between a
title and actual text of
something.
Clayton
During this time. I
Vertrees thought about all the
interesting things I
could call my column.
I took a second to appreciate all the
possible topics I could write about. l
could create exciting articles that
shocked people or inspired meaningful
insights. I could bring attention to differ·
ent causes by focusing on current events.
Considering basic rules of decency, I
could write about basically anything I
wanted. But what two or three words
could possibly contain my glorious,
unfettered prose?
An interesting, punchy title sounded
fun, but what if I set my ambitions too
high?
What if 1 had some column named "The
Patriot's Quill"? The title may contain
three interesting words, but what if I got
tired of politics or human rights issues
after a week or so?
If I had a title that demanded brave,
civil acts. what would happen if 1 wanted
to talk about decorating an apartment?
What if I suddenly lost some blazing
obsession with freedom that my title kept
pushing week after week?
If your column's title reminds people of
Thomas Jefferson and Internet blogs, you
have very little choice - if you wake up
one morning and "don't really care that
much."
Or, imagine the emotional strain that
would come with a title like "Feelings and
Hope."
With a title like that, you obligate yourself to open up and tallc about the wonderful blessings of life like the "warm
sunshine of each limitless morning."
Normal people write about other things
than sunshine in the middle of January. If
somebody did decide to write about sunshine in the middle of winter, they would
probably learn to hate Jife.
No matter how bright the sun shone,
most columnists who relied on warm,
sunny days for inspiration would eventually understand that things were cold no
matter how happy they were in the morn·
in g.
Hopefully, the poor writer would real·
ize seasonal temperatures were beyond
him and his laptop's control. The situation sounds very depressing.
So, the decision against a sunny title
came through kindness for both me, as
well as you, the reader. There are few
things are as depressing as a sad columnist who feels helpless.
In all honesty, I have very little of an
idea what I am going to write about in
this column.
Things could really go anywhere.
Depending on the week, I may write
' about politics, things happening around
Murray State or just comment on things
that I happen to notice in a given day.
In the end, I went with "Simply Put"
because I felt it was one of the least pretentious titles you may be able to give a
weekly column which you write based on
your own thoughts.
And if things go well, "Simply Put" will
be something that you mark as a priority
to read each week.
Then again, this column could turn out
to be embarrassing. I doubt it, but "Sim·
ply Put" could become an average 600
words of mistake. and one of the corniest
things in The Murray State News.
In that case, I have taken appropriate
steps to make the column fairly easy to
mock should the situation arise.
But if things go belly-up, take the word
"simply" and run with it.
Comments can easily range from the
column's simple-minded author to how
you "simply don't understand why people
even bother printing the things this guy
says."
The possibilities are endless.
1

1

Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrces@murraystatc.l'du.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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The Racer student section hoists Dunker Into the air to crowd surf during Saturday's oame aoainst Austin Peay. The oame was aired on ESPNU In which the Racers lost 58-57.

cers
Governors steal
last-minute win
late in the fourth
Wlll Pinkston
Staff writer
Murray State is coming off a disheartening
loss to Austin Pcay Jan. 10. losing 58-57 and
breaking their 11 home game win stre,ak against
Ohio Valley Conference opponents. With the
loss to the Govs, Murray State is now 7-8 overall and 2·3 against OVC opponents.
Sophomore guard Isaac Mile~ and freshman
forward Jeffrey McClain led the Racers in
points with 13 and 12 points. respectively.
Freshman forward Ivan Aska and McClain

led the team in rebounds with six rebounds
apiece. The Racers shot 41.7 percent from the
floor, 30.8 percent from the 3-point arc and
missed only one field goal.
Murray State scored their first 12 points from
turnovers and 21 total point~ off of Austin
Pcav's 19 turnovers.
A'us'tin Peay's Wes Channels had 16 points
and nine rebounds, leading the team in both
stats, while Drnkc l~ceJ was second on the
team with 11 points and six rebounds.
Austin Pcay's shooting percentage wasn't
much different than Murray State's, however,
the Govs out-rebounded the Racers .30-20 and
out-scored the Racers in the paint 32·18.
Head Coach Billy Kennedy said he was disappointed with the turnout of the game. but
gave credit to Austin Peay for it!: performance
against the Racers.
The Austin Peay game was also the first of
two scheduled ESPNU games throughout the
Racer's '08-'09 season. The next ESPNU game
will air at 8 p.m. on Feb. 26 against Morehead
State at the RSEC The Murray State men's basketball team looks to turn around a recent

string of tough conference losses with Saturday's away game in Cookeville, Tenn. This
matchup against the Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles will prove to be another challenging
game for the Racers.
So far this season, Tennessee Tech is 8·7
overall with a 2-3 OVC record. The Golden
Eagles had back-to·back home wins against
conference opponents on Jan. 3 and Jan. S
against Southeast Missolll'i and Eastern Illinois.
Tennessee Tech has lost to OVC opponents
Jacksonville State, Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky, losing to Morehead and Eastern by
less than five points.
Tennessee Tech is also sporting an 8·2
record when facing opponents on their home
boards.
Murray State hopes to limit the offensive
capabilities of the Golden Eagles top four scorers: guard Will Barnes, center Daniel Northern,
guard Frank Davis and forward Darnell Lyndsey. each of whom average 11 points per game.
Davis is coming off a 24-point performance
in Tennessee Tech's loss to EKU and Darnell
Lyndsey posted 20 points against Morehead

State the game before.
Over the last two seasons, Murray State and
Tennessee Tech have played each other five
times in the regular season, with Murray State
leading the series with a 3-2 record.
•
But the Racer's three wins against the Golden Eagles in recent years have all come at home
in the RSEC.
The Racers haven't beaten the Golden Eagles
in Cookeville since the '03·'04 season.
Following tomorrow's game against Ten·
nessee Tech, the Racers will have five days to
refocus for their next home game against OVC
opponent Eastern Illinois (6-9, 3-2) on Thurs·
day.
The Eastern Ulinois Panthers are led by
guard Romain Martin who averages 16.1 points
per game and guard T.J. Marion who averages
lL3 points per game.
The Panthers have beaten OVC opponents
Southeast Missouri State and Jacksonville
State, while splitting games with TennesS'ee
Tech.
Will Pinkston can be reached st

william.pinkston@murraystatc.cdu.

Women travel to Tennessee
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff Writer

Elaine KlghVThe New$

Senior ouard Paloe GuHey drives to the hoop In Saturday's oame aoanist
Austin f>eay. GuHey scored 29 points in the victory over the Governers.
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The Racer women's basketball team heads to Tennessee
Tech for competition at 5 p.m. tonight as it defends its 2008
Ohio Valky Conference title.
"Tech has one conference win.n Head Coach Rob Cross
said. "Hut you look at how Tech play at home, winning against
(University oO Evansville, a tough non-conference opponent
in their gym, whu beat us on their home court. Tech is definite!)' going to be tough."
Murray State edged over Austin Peay Saturday at the RSEC
in an 87·77 win as senior guards Ashley Hayes, Amber Guffey
and l'aigc Guffey put 29. 27 and Zl points on the board, respectively.
Although the Governors scored f'lrst and outrebounded
Murray State 41·28, Austin Peay was not able to overcome the
momentum g:tined by the Racers who held a 30-19 lend over
the Governors after a 7-0 run toward the end of the first half.
Austin Pcay outscored Murray State 14-12 in the paint, but
the Racers exitt.•d the half with a 4+35 lead.
With a little over nine minutes left in the second half. the
Governors rallied back, trailing by only two points.
The Racers pullt•d ahead to their b iggest lead of 16 points
with three minutes left on the clock with the successful firing
of Hayt~s and Amber Guffey.
"It was a very exciting win over Austin Peay who came into
the game No. 2 in the conference," Cross said. "They're a
hard·nosed team. I felt that the best way to maintain our lead
was to keep the ball in Ashley, Amber and Paige's hands
because they were able to get to the line and make their
shots."
The Governors were led by Brooke Faulkner with 17 points,
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April Thomas who tallied 16 points and rebounds along with
Ashley Herring and Nicole }amen who combined for an additional 29 points.
Whitney Hanley, Emily Pollock, Jasmine Rayner, Darcy
Warner and Alex Bivens each added points to the board for
Austin Peay.
Along with her 29 points, Murray's Hayes recorded 14
rebounds for her fourth consecutive double-double performance this season, earning her Pepsi Athlete of the Week and
her first OVC Player of the Week honor this season.
Two Racers obtained career game highs as senior Paige
Guffey made nine successfu l free throws and freshman Mallo·
ry Schwab was responsible ror three steals giving the Governors a total of 16 turnovers.
Amber Guffey received a nomination for the Lowe's CLASS
Nominee based according to her 2008-09 performances in the
classroom, character, community and competition as well as
the prestigious honor of being the first member of the Murray
State women's basketball program included on the Naismith
Trophy Watch List, which is presented to the nation's best
women's basketball player.
"We're not a great defensive team," Cross said. "We're
changing how we guard people both in our man and in a cou·
pie of different zones. We throw somt: junk in there. We just
have to do a lot of different things to be able to contain peo·
pie. We just have to mix things up and try to keep our oppo·
nents off-balance."
·: •
With the victory, the Racers (9-6, 4-1 OVC) stand oriiy
behind Eastern lllinois Cl0-6, 4-1 OVC) in the conference.
Murray State battles the Panthers to take over the No. 1 spot
at their next appearance at 5:15 p.m. Thursday at the RSEC : •
Elizabeth
johnson
can
be
reached
"at

elizabctha.johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Each week, The News
will pick some of the top
plays in Racer athletics.
To submit a play for
consideration in Hot
Shots, contact Alison
Muoter at alison.mugler®
murraystate.edu.

The Great

Outdoors
1

Caution key in winter~=
boating
The tragedy involving four teenage
duck hunters from Mayfield last weekend
serves as a painful reminder of how vulnerable humans arc when we step ou~ Qf
the comforts of civilization and ipt,o
nature.
The teens' boat,
which capsized on
1',
Kentucky Lake, left
one of its four passengers dead and
another barely conscious when rescuers pulled him
from the frigid
water. There is an
Steve
ongoing search for
Miller
the other two bod- Outdoor columnist

.· .

·'.

·'-

~s.

Elaine l<ighVfht> Nf!ws

1

:' The Racers' 'Big Three', (from left to right) senior guard Paige Guffey, senior guard/forward Ashley Hayes and senior guard Amber Guffey account for 70 percent of the team's scor·
I ing this season. Hayes received her first Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week award of this season after helping the Racers to three consecutive wins last season. Hayes
averaged 11.7 rebounds and 22.7 points last week, as she tallied a double-double In all three games. These victories moved the women to a 4·1 OVC record, tieing them at first place.

!
I

!Rifle picks up at Kentucky
~ Ricky Martin

: Staff writer
I
I

After a 56-Jay break from compethe Murray State men's and
• women's rifle team will return to
: action Sanrrday as rhcy head tcY
Lexington, Ky., to compete against
! the University of Kentucky Wild·
'-Cats.
Murray State head rifle coach
Alan Lollar ~:lid it is important the
teams return from their break
focused
and ready for the competi.
tion.
"We take a longer brt•ak during
the ch;unpionship part of our seaJ'
son, than probably any other sport,"
'Lollar said. "It is important to
return to school sharp and ready to
"'compt•tc because we have some of
" our most important matches coming up suon."
11
, As for staying sharp over the
1
break, Lollar said the athletes are
responsible for practicing as much
,·' as pOSSI'bl c .
. ~ "Our shooters take their equipment home with them and train
~ during break," Lollar said. ''This is
. :~ometimcs a problem. in that many
,·''don't have smallborc ranges that
"are easily accessible at home. They
"''can normally practice air rifle at
• home. sometimes in their basement
'or garage. For small bore though,
I

1 1ition,

i

.

Junior Harley Jett fires at a taroet downrange during apractice in the fall.
many times all they can do arc hold
drills and dry firing. Dry firing is
going through all the motions.
except you don't fire a live round."
One of thl~ most important things
for the athletes to do is try to shoot

their best at ~11 times during prac·
ticc, and trying to repeat that effort
during matches, he said. By doing
so, the :1thletes can make the prop·
er adjustments needed between
shots. According to Lollar, getting

.

Boating can be a dangerous cndea'l,{or
under the best of conditions. Add 40
degree water temperatures and harsh
winds to the mix, and the combination
becomes unyielding.
,•,
Severe hypothermia, resulting ! in
unconsciousness or exhaustion will t~e
about 30 to 60 minutes to set in. The
expected survival time in 40 to SO degiee
water is one to thre~ hours, provided
everything is done right.
•·
The protocol for surviving as long as
possible in cold water includes wearing a
lifcvest and remaining with the vessel as
long as possible. The lone survivor was
the only one found with a lifevest on.
The odds of being rescued are greater
if you stay with the boat. If you are able .to
do this, get the attention of rescuers with
flares, a mirror or a horn. Once removed
from the water, the body temperature
should be gradually raised to normal levels following rescue protocol.
My awakening came two years ago
while fishing in a tournament on Ke.otucky Lake. It was only my third time on
the unfamiliar waters. The forecast w,as
for high winds and thunderstorms. My
spot was north of the Kenlake boat ramp.
Hastily, I ran up the lake before the winds
were much of a threat. Mer an holll' of
fishing, the cold rain staned along wi,th
high winds and lightening.
l ducked into a backwater cove to wait
out the worst of it. Soon I realized my
hands refused to respond to orders from
my brain. If I didn't get out of the weather, things could go from bad to worse
quickly. I started my boat and headed f~r
the main lake, making the mistake. ..of
focusing on the safety of the boat r~p
eight miles away. I push through alm9st
four foot waves, ignoring channel markers, high water alarms on my boat a¢
everything else. 1 could hardly s.ee
through the rain and fog.
Not long after getting into dry clotll.es
and warm temperatures did I realize I was
unprepared for the situation. So I lookcii
back to the experience and acknowledged
my mistakes. The decision to even launch
the boat that morning was bad consl~er
ing the weather report. Sometimes we
have to admit defeat to Mother Natute
and admit that it is too dangerous for us to
go on as planned. It is better to live aqd
try again than to die and not get anoth~r
opportunity.
, .. ,

the athletes to practice in this way
can ensure the athletes arc shooting
their best.
"In this way, if you compete as
hard as you can against yourself
every day, then in matches it is natUr.rl to rtJmpete , hard~gain.<;t yourself to be your best," l.ollar said.
"Wh~n you can do this, when you
can practice like you shoot matches, and shoot matches like you practice, then it doesn't matter who you
are shooting against, you have
given yourself the best opportunity
to post your best score."
The Racers came up short in
their last match on Nov. 21, losing
to Ole Miss 4.556-4,539. while the
University of Kentucky rifle team
has come out victorious in five
straight matches, including their
latest victory over Texas Christian
University, led by junior All-American Tom Csenge.
"Our team has worked hard this
year," Lollar: said. "The}' have all
shown flashl'S of excellence that tell
me they may be ready, to begi~. to
realize their potential. As long as
we have the courage to compete
hard on every shot, we will continue to improve and chat will get us
another step closer to where we
want to be."
Ricky Martin can be reached at

Steve Miller can be reached ~t
stcvcn.miller@murraystate.edu.
_r .
1

richard.martin(~>murraystate.edu.
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BlvCJest • Best Buffet In Townl
More than 150 items
for lunch & dinner including:

Reformat/Reinstall 89995
Refurbished Laptops S2BSDD
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·Soups
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10% DISCOUNT on oil Parts S labor• for
Mun-ay State Unive~ity Students

+toney Chicken
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Hudso n to sing at the Super Bowl

r

· Jennifer Hudson
will perform at the
S~per Bow, making
ner return to the
spotlight following ·..
·-. ~.·~
..i;
,
the slayings of her ·<-· -··
mother, brother and
nephew.
NFL spokesman
Brian
McCarthy
confirmed Wednesday Hudson will
Jennifer
sing the national
anthem at the Super
Hudson
Bowl in Tampa, Fla.,
on Feb. L
Hudson is nlso scheduled to sing at the
Grammys' MusiCares event in Los Angeles a few days later. She is nominated for
four awards at the Feb. 8 Grammy's.
• Hudson's 57-year-old mother, Darnell
Hudson Doncrson; 29-year-old brother
Jason Hudson; and 7-year-old nephew
Julian King were killeJ in Chicago in
October. Her estranged brother-in-law
has been charged in the killings.

.'
v
·.
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:·New year sparks exercise resolutions

.

I Cody Arant
Staff writer

Charlotte Kyle

I Assistant Features Editor

Watch any amount of television commercials
this time of year and one phrase will jump out:
resolution season. With the new year comes a
stalwart resolve to better oneself, quickly followed by feelings of failure, despair and self·
loathing, which may explain the tradition of
drinking champagne at midnight on New Year's
Day.
The tradition of setting oneself up for failure
was practiced since ancient times. According to
About.com, the Babylonians arc credited with
starting the tradition. As their New Year fell at
the start of farming season, the Babylonians
would resolve to return any borrowed farm
equipment before the new year began. The tradition was also practiced by the Romans in their
heyday. The most popular Roman resolution was
·Ul' Kim unhappy with Biggie blopic
to ask forgiveness from one's enemies.
Lil' Kim was a big part of the Notorious
According to USA.gov, America's official Web
B.I.G.'s life, but she said she is not happy
site, one of the most popular resolutions is get. about the way she's portrayed in the new
ting fit and/or losing weight. This is not surprisbiopic about the late rapper.
ing since 66.3 percent of Americans are overThe Notorious B.l.G. was Lil' Kim's
weight or obese, according to information commentor and was also romantically linked
piled by the CDC in 2003 to 2004.
to the rapper.
Many Murray State students are taking ad vanIn a statement, she said: "The film stu·
tage of the facilities in the Susan E. Bauernfeind
dio and producers involved were more
Student Recreation and Wellness Center.
concerned about painting me as a 'char' "I worked Monday, the first day, and (the wellactcr' to create a more interesting story
ness center) was packed," Rebecca Douglas,
line inst~ad of a person with talent, selfjunior from Metropolis, Ill., said. "We were kind
·respect and who was able to achieve her
of expecting it."
own career success through hard work."
The New Year's rush has led to waits for some
At the film's New York premiere last
of the equipment.
week, "Notor ious" screenwriter Cheo
"I've heard some people complain about not
Hodari Coker said he understands why ' ..., being able to get a treadmill," Douglas said. "The
Lil' Kim might not like the fllm. but
cardio is busier at night, so I would recommend
added: "I think that Naturi (Naughton)
people come earlier."
did a great job playing Kim. I think people
ln addition to the cardio machines and both
are going to he a lot more sympathetic
free-weights and resistance machines, the welltowards (Lil' Kim) after seeing the
ness center offers free classes in various activi·
movie."
ties such as Tai Chi to line dancing. For more
"Notorious" chronicle..s the life and
information, stop by the wellness center front
untimely death of the Notorious B.l.G.,
desk. Schedules are also posted online.
who was shot in 1997 and remains one of
Kaitlin Badtzel, ju nior from Westview, Ky.•
rap's most important fib'111'es. It opens in
said she is no stranger to the wellness center.
the~ters today.
"(My friend and I) work out all year long,"
Badtzel said from her position on a treadmill.
"When we come back from break there are
AfB~k, Gamer name d aughter
always a lot of people at the wellness center Jrnnifer Garner .---- --,.-more than usual- so you have to assume it was
ancj Ben Affleck
their New Year's resolution."
natped their newHut statistics indicate that nearly 90 percent of
botn
daughter
people who make some change stemming from
Ser;aphina
Rose
th\!ir New Year's resolution will have given it up
Elizabeth Affleck.
by
February.
~ffleck's
way the middle of the semester there. is almost
spokesman, Shawn
no one here again," Badtzel said. "I feel kind of
Sachs, confirmed
bad for them because it's a nice resolution to
the moniker on
have - it has a lot of perks - but at some point
Tuesday.
Garner
they stop. l do applaud people for trying,
gave
birth
to
though."
Jennifer
Seraphina, the couBadtzel said the New Year's boom and bust
ple's second daughGarner
arc a natural part of any gym's business.
ter, last week.
"I think (the boom) will last about a month,"
Garner and Affleck, both 36, married in
Douglas said. "It will pick back up by spring
June 2005. They welcomed daughter Viobreak and right before the summer."
let in December 2005.
Many experts agree most people simply burn
Garner and Affleck co-starred in the
out on their resolutions because they set unrl•alftlm "Daredevil," them began dating in
istic goals for themselves.
2004.
"A lot of people decide they're going to run

I
I

.I

I

I
I
I
I
I

'Prisoner' actor McGoohan dies
Patrick McGoohan, tht! Emmy-winning
actor who created and starred in the cult
classic television show "The Prisoner,"
died Tuesday in Los Angeles after a short
illness, his son-in-law, film producer
Cleve Landsberg, said. He was 80.
McGoohan won two Emmys for his
work on the Peter Falk detective drama
"Columbo," and more recently appeared
as King Edward Lon~shanks in the 1995
Mel Gibson film "Braveheart:•
He married stage actress Joan Drum: mond in 1951. The oldest of their three
: daughters, Catherine, is also an actress.
In his review of "Bravehcart" for the
Los Angeles Times, critic Peter Rainer
said "McGoohan is in possession of perhaps the most villainous enunciation in
the history of acting."
McGoohan is survived by his wife and
three daughters.

I

everyday," Douglas said. "Lf they've never run
before, it'd be better for them to start with walking."
Cody Arant can be reached at cody.arant@
murraystate.edu.

photos by Melissa DcYoung'The News

Frank Bozelka, freshman from Hoffman Estates, Ill.,, left, and Jessica Beach, junior from Dlx, Ill., right, exercise on
stationary bikes at the wellness center.

Robert Irwin, senior from Murray, works out by doing sit·ups and crunches at the wellness center. Many Murray
State students said increasing exercise Is part of their New Year's resolution.

I Students 'check out' different reading choices via Interlibrary Loan
I Bee Feldha us
Staff writer

Waterfield Library's popularity
waxes and wanes throughout the
academic year. Whether some dry
spells are caused by students not
knowing what that mysterious
building was, or if they chose not to
use it, remains unseen.
When research paper ideas are a
dime a dozen, however, the computers fill up and the reference section buzzes with activity. But sometimes, students need more than
what Mu rray State's collection
offers. Interlibrary Loan provides a
solution.
According to ILL office worker
Brittany Johnson, Interlibrary Loan
has helped students since Waterfield library's opening. The office,
in a new location from last year, is
located on the right-hand wall of
the reference room. Though many
students don't know about the services, upperclassmen use this tool
frequently.

Johnson, 'who has worked on
from others. it lends out, too. JohnMurray State's campus for five
son said Murray State borrows
years and in the ILL office for about
about three times what it lends.
a year-and-a-half, said she loves her
There is also a high success rate
job.
• in the II.L office, with approximate"We get to work with a bunch of
ly 80 percent of requests fulfilled.
different people," Johnson said.
Maggie Gorman, junior from
She said she enjoys helping JLL
Louisville, Ky., started using ILL
novices before and seastmcd pros.
her freshman year.
Johnson explained the ILL is like
"It's helpful," Gorman said. "They
get the Jesired material quickly."
any other type of loan. Students
request something from them, they
Gorman, who said she is one of
providc the material and then stumany students dissatisfied with the
dents return it. Interest applies in
collection at Waterfield Library,
the same way. She said ILL prosaid ILL is a tremendous help. She
vides many materials for students'
uses ILL most for journal articles. A
research or curiosity.
psychology major. Gorman said
The easiest items to request by
she is no stranger to research
ILL are books and articles. Johnson
papers.
said. Usually, books take about
"I've written 20 to 30 research
seven to 10 days to arrive and artipapers," Gorman said. "ILL fills in
des take three to four days, The
the gaps of the information that our
items that take longest arc rare
library dnesn't have."
items, like microfilms of which
Gorman said ll.L is fast and rcliable, allowing students to keep
loaning libraries arc hesitant to let
go.
materials for a longer check out
Johnson explained that just as
period than the standard collection.
Murray State's library borrows
One can request books through

Interlibrary Loan in pe;son or
online. T he library link from the
Murray State Web site includes a
link to the ILL page. When taking a
stab at requesting online, students
need to have specific information.
Because th ere is no helpful librarian
or reference worker to aid the
process of searchiQg, students need
to provide their own information.
The staples, such as title, author
and publisher, are required. In addition, by searching for information
on the source requested, students
can speed up the process by providing the International Standard Book
Number.
Not only books, but articles, con·
~renee papers, patents, reports,
theses and any standard documents
are available for requcsL When it
comes to requesting the rule is. the
earlier the better.
The ILL office is open from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at
rebeccafeldhaus@murraystatl!.edu.
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Sty~d
Stilettos :.

Music Review------ - - - -- - - - -

Forgive Durden revives musicals, tragedies

Another new year,
another d iet and
another new column.
In the first song. "Genesis," 0 the
That's right. I have
Scientist {Casey Crescenzo, The
retired ''Bird,..; and the
Dear Hunter) creates a world
Bees"
and
have
where he and his angels can live.
replaced it with othis
One of the purest cherubs, Ahrima,
new column of style,
is frustrated as he feels his skills go
pizazz ~md wit. 1. wm
ignored.
do the honors and
My favorite track, "The Missing
jump right in.
Piece," features Lizzie Huffman as
Wearing high heels
Whitney
Nidria, a cherub who confesses her
causes multiple pt;obHarrod
love to Ahrima. She tells him to be
lems. Yes, heels are .a
patient. but Ahrima instead fights
womanly trademark and have for year_s
for attention and ends up falling
defined the feminity of a woman. F.acts
into the darkness.
from bio-mcdicine.org suggest the conI love a good duct, so "It's True
stant usc of stilettos can lead to high heel
hangover. I sure don't want pre-mature
Love" featuring Greta Salpeter
osteoporosis and other muscle and bone
(The Hush Sound) as Princess
d iseases.
Anhura and Dutton as Adakias, is a
But women don't SI.'Cm to care about
mellow. sultry love about a boy
painful pumps. Heels are typically viewed
from the dark and a girl from the
as subconscious phallic symbols. Maybe
light.
that's the reason whr women like to wt;ar
The stand-out "Doctor Doctor"
heels on dates. Obviously the health risks
with Shawn Harris (The Matches)
of wearing stilettos don't outweigh .tbc
is a manic. eccentric track that
risks of smoking cigarettes or doing drvgs.
brings the musical to a new level of
I argue, however, for females, wearing
weird. The 'scene' is straight out of
high heels can become an addictive aetiva Disney movie, a frantic villain
ity especially if you live in a large city
taking the princess from her love as
where the dress cod(• is generally mor·c
the only hope for her to live.
formal than a town like Murray.
• •
If I have one New Year's wish for
The correct footwear option suggestcll
by doctors is a laced-up sneaker with optiyou all it's that you check out this
mal arch support, According to the majoralbum. If you love muc;icals. if you
yearn for something unique or if I ity of girls and women I know, tennis
shoes are for playing sports and working
you just miss the classic love story,
out at the gym. Could women live longer
this album is a must-have. Stream
if the high heel were never established,
the album online, buy it on iTunes
and rather, the sneaker was deemed the
or, if you like bard copies and
trademark of physical beauty? Of cour~c
unique packaging, check out For·
not.
.
give Durden's album, For $12 you
Even though Stacey and Clinton of the
can get the album in a DVD case
"What Not to Wear" power team may not
along with the full script and charagree with me. good style doesn't always
acter illustrations.
require one to dress· up in heels.
··
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
Good style stems from the intricate
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
details involved in such human experiences as how you cook a meal. how you
sketch a drawing or how you create a sentence. Who cares if you speak with a
northern accent, compulsively make your
bed or heat up frozen meals for dinner
every night? Accept your behaviors, personality traits and physical appear;mce
wblle avoiding the pressure to changt•
idiosyncrasies from others.
One note: Only if you're bored
So, only if the shoe fits, do you nee<! to
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
put it on.
,
Three notes: Buy it on iTunes
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
Four notes: A future classic.

Assistant Features Editor Charlotte
Kyle writes the music reviews.
I know 2008 is over, .md I know
in my heart I should focus on the
music 2009 has brouF:ht and will
continue to bring throu~hout the
year. There are a number of albums
to look forward to, but still I keep
focusing on all of the albums I
missed in 2008.
Every blog and Web site I visit
posted their "best or' lists, but I did
not compile one. I did not hear
every CD of 2008, and I know if I
• list my personal favorite:; I'm leav: ing one hand in the dark.
For example, if I had compiled a
list, I would have left off a brilliant
, album 1 was lucky enough to stum: blc upon early this year. "Razia's
• Shadow: A Musical" h}' Forgive
Durden was released in October
and suddenly I feel a part of me is
empty for not hearing this ulbum
1
1
upon its release.
The album, written by Forgive
Durden front man (and last n~main
ing member) Thomas Dutton and
• his brother Paul, tells the swry of a
1 world divided into light and dark,
! and the love and sacrifice of a personal destiny.
Inspired by stories such as
• "Romeo and Juliet'' and musicals
: including ..Moulin Rouge" and Dis• ney's "Aladdin," Dutton separated
the album into two parts: the first
: half is the creation and division of
: the world, while the second is th<·
story of destined love and rt:uniting
• the world.
• While the band created a musi: cal-type story on tht'ir first album,
: this features a full cast of charac: ters whose voices are portrayed by
members of other pupular bands.
Dutton provides vocals for main
characters Adakias and Ahrima.
Brendon Uric (Panic at tht.• Disco)
: offers his talents as Adakias' hruth·
; er, Pallis, Max Bemis (Say Anything) plays Barayas the Spider and
Aaron Weiss (mewithoutYou) pro·
vi des the voice of the narrator.
Another handful of musicians

!

photo courtl!$y of MySp.1ce.c.om1RaztasShadow

Forgive Durden released 'Razia's Shadow: A Musical,' an album featuring special guest
vocalists as main characters in a poetic musical tragedy inspired by 'Moulin Rouge.'
economy might not be ready for
that at thic; time.
Replacing the typical guitar-bassdrummer line·up of a pop-punk
band w1th trumpets. strings and a
harpsichord giVCl> the album an
orchestra pit flare. The album feels
larger than life.

make up the extensive list of characters, and while the names get
complicated and I can never recall
who is playing which character, I
adore the concept. All this musical
is missing is a Broadway debut, but
Neil Patrick' Harris on "Saturday
Night Live" made me realize the

..... ,.

·m yTuneS Wall's top 10 sonos:

What's playing
onmyiPod?

1. "Mighty to Save• by Hlllsono
z. "Home" by Blake Shelton
Every other week Murray State students will share 3, JOhnny aAd June• by Heidi Newfield
what tunes they keep at the top of their playlist.
4...My SaYlor My Goer by Aaron Shust
Meredith Walls, sophomore from
5."Redeemer" by Nlcoie C. Mullen
Owensboro, Ky., enjoys many genres
of music, especially country and con- 6."God of This City" by Chris Tomlin
temporary Christian.
"It's uplifting and enjoyable," Walls 7."Stealing Cinderella" by Chuck Wicks
said.
a.i'here Will Be a Day" by Jeremy camp
She said she enjoys playing music
while she works out at the wcllness 9.·Good Momlno Beautiful" by Steve Holy
center.
Meredith
Said Walls: "My music sets my 10. -whatever You Like• by T.l.
II

Walls

Photo by Kristin Miller/The Nt'l'f:S

Hillsong plays on Wall's iPod.

mood for the day."

MURRAY

CLASSIFIEDS

Need to sell your
car?
, Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to g_o to a
good homer
Trying to rent an
apartment?
Looking
for
a
roommate?
' Have
a
job
opening?
Place your classified
ad
with
The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murray_ State
either in rriday's
paper or online at

.'
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Ads may be submillcd in
Wi lson Hall room 111
m<1i led to Classifieds1 c/o
The Murray State News,
2609 University St<Hion,
Murray, KY 42071
ore-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information

call 809-4478.

Create and solve rour
Sudoku PUZZles for FREE.
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Visit

n he\

mews
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Monday to find the solutions:.
to these Sudoku puzzles. : ·

